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____________________________________

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY

This Memorandum is submitted by Jupiter Collazo, Plaintiff, through counsel, in

support of Plaintiff’s Motion to compel discovery.

Introduction

The case before this Court is a medical negligence case which arises out of

injuries which Plaintiff sustained during bowel surgery on 1/6/2011 at Johns Hopkins

Bayview Medical Center. 1 The Amended Complaint filed herein alleges, inter alia, that

the Hospital failed to obtain Collazo’s informed consent prior to performing the surgery.

The basis of the informed consent claim is that Collazo’s attending surgeon, Mark

Duncan, M.D., specifically assured Collazo that he and not a surgical trainee would

perform the planned surgery. Notwithstanding these specific assurances, and without

informing Collazo, Dr. Duncan assigned Hari Nathan, M.D., a trainee in the Hospital’s

general surgery residency program, to perform most or all of the critical elements of

Collazo’s surgery.

1 The surgery in question was a right hemicolectomy. This procedure involves the
resection of a diseased section of bowel, after which the remaining healthy bowel is sewn
back together again. The Amended Complaint alleges that a healthy section of Collazo’s
bowel was perforated during surgery, and that the surgeons failed to detect this injury.
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All surgical procedures performed by a resident in the Johns Hopkins general

surgery training program are entered in the case log system maintained by the

Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education [“ACGME”]. In order to

determine the extent of Dr. Nathan’s bowel surgery experience when he operated on

Collazo, Plaintiff has requested that the Hospital produce the case log which lists and

describes Dr. Nathan’s surgical experience during his residency at Johns Hopkins (2004 –

2012). The Hospital has objected to the Request on the grounds that the request is

“overbroad and over burdensome”. The Hospital further asserts that it “no longer has

access to the ACGME case log system for Dr. Nathan.” 2 The Hospital does not dispute

the relevance of Dr. Nathan’s surgery case log to the informed consent claim.

ACGME, through its attorney Douglas Carlson, has advised Plaintiff’s counsel

that ACGME “will provide past case logs to Johns Hopkins upon its request”, see

Exhibit A, 10/24/13 email from Carlson to Koch. Notwithstanding, the Hospital has

2 The following is Plaintiff’s document request and the Hospital’s response thereto.

Request No. 4: Documents which list and describe all surgical procedures and
operative experience entered by or on behalf of Hari Nathan, M.D. in the
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education [“ACGME” case log
system during the period from 2004 – 2012

Response:

Objection to the overbroad and over burdensome nature of this Request. In further
response, and without waiving said objection, Defendant no longer has access to
the ACGME case log system for Dr. Nathan. This information is not, therefore,
within Defendant’s care, custody or control and cannot be produced.

In further response, Dr. Nathan does not have access to the ACGME case log
system. This information is not, therefore, within Dr. Nathan’s care, custody or
control.
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denied Plaintiff’s request that the Hospital (or its counsel) ask ACGME for Dr. Nathan’s

case logs, see Exhibit B, 10/31/13 email from McCarus to Koch.

Argument

The Hospital has generally asserted that Plaintiff’s request for Dr. Nathan’s

surgery case log is “overbroad and over burdensome”. However, the Hospital has failed

to offer any specific reasons or explanation in support of its broad assertion of

burdensomeness. It is well established that a general allegation of overbreadth,

vagueness, and burden is not sufficient to defeat a motion to compel. The party seeking to

withhold relevant information must demonstrate why responding to a particular discovery

request would be burdensome. Blades, v. Woods, 107 Md. App. 178 (Md. App. 1994);

Adams v. State, 960 A.2d 1215, 183 Md. App. 188 (Md. App., 2008).

The Hospital has further asserted that it no longer has access to Dr. Nathan’s

ACGME case log, and that the case log is therefore not in the Hospital’s “possession,

custody, and control” within the meaning of Md.R.Civ.P. 2-422. A party’s “control” over

a document is not synonymous with “possession” thereof. If a party has the right to

obtain documents simply by asking for them, such documents are within the party’s

“control”. If requested documents are within a party’s control, that party must obtain and

produce them. To hold otherwise would permit circumvention of the discovery process

and create unnecessary expense. See Pleasant v. Pleasant, 97 Md. App. 711, 632 A.2d

202 (1993). 3

3 The Pleasant court explained further that a party seeking to obtain documents in the
possession of a non-party can not be forced to subpoena them when the opposing party
can obtain the requested records simply by asking for them. 97 Md. App., supra at 732.
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The Hospital may obtain Dr. Nathan’s ACGME case log simply by asking for it.

Accordingly, the case log is within the Hospital’s “control”. The Hospital should

therefore be compelled to produce the case log.

For all of these reasons, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court enter an

order compelling discovery, in the form annexed hereto, and for such other and further

relief as justice requires.

Date: 11/1/2013 ____________________________________
James P. Koch
1101 St. Paul St.
Suite 404
Baltimore, MD 21202
410 539 7816
Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of November 2013 a copy of the

foregoing Memorandum of Law was sent by regular first class mail, postage pre-paid, to

Nicole A. McCarus, Esq.
Christina N. Billiet, Esq.
Waranch & Brown, LLC
1301 York Road
Suite #300
Lutherville, MD 21093

____________________________________
James P. Koch


